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       In California, I do like to just chill out and go to the beach, but I love the
energy here. I feel very productive when I'm in New York. 
~Ashley Greene

When it comes to fashion, I love skinny jeans, a simple top, and a great
handbag. 
~Ashley Greene

I'm very much a girl that likes to have options. That's the way I am with
fashion, and that's the way I am with my life. 
~Ashley Greene

I am certainly not perfect. I don't think you should try to be perfect for
anyone. When you come to terms with that, then you're OK. 
~Ashley Greene

I'm a bit of a workaholic. When I feel like I'm not doing something, it
drives me insane. 
~Ashley Greene

When girls come up and say, "You're my role model," it's really
flattering, but it's also really scary because I'm not perfect and I'm going
to make mistakes. 
~Ashley Greene

I live a dual life. On the red carpet, it's complete glam. But at home, I'm
a jeans and T-shirt kind of girl. Simple can be beautiful. 
~Ashley Greene

But I don't do the diet thing anymore. I'm a big believer in feeding your
body what it needs. Deny yourself something and you're going to end
up shoving your face full of it. 
~Ashley Greene
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Don't throw petals on the floor if they have no meaning. I would rather
have a fun, casual relationship than have someone pretending they're
completely in love with me. 
~Ashley Greene

I think it's better that life is kind of like a mystery, I think that's what
drives us. 
~Ashley Greene

You know, my brother won't walk out of a restaurant with me anymore
because he doesn't want to be linked to me as my new 'mystery man.'
Same with my close guy friends. 
~Ashley Greene

I'm independent. If a guy is too clingy or needy, I actually get afraid of
hurting him - and I can't deal with that. 
~Ashley Greene

I can still love an ex as a person, regardless if the breakup was bad. I
would never wish anything negative on them. It takes more energy to
hate them than to wish them well. 
~Ashley Greene

Alice Cullen had more vampire interaction, for sure, than human
interaction. I think she was kind of amped to finally get to play a
vampire, so she was good to go. 
~Ashley Greene

I would spar with the boys at school. This guy I had a crush on, we
called him Spitfire -- I gave him a bloody nose and lip, so needless to
say the romance did not work out! 
~Ashley Greene

I go through stages. Randomly, I'll be attracted to a crazy rocker with
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tattoos. And I find that I'm extremely attracted to ambition and wit. 
~Ashley Greene

I did side planks for my obliques, which are one of my trouble areas.
And traditional planks tone your back so you don't have that little bit of
fat hanging over your bra. Ugh! 
~Ashley Greene

If you are going to be with someone all the time, they need to be your
best friend. 
~Ashley Greene

I have a very classic take on fashion. I like my accessories to pop, but
in general, my style is pretty classic. 
~Ashley Greene

I focus on having a feminine body, a dancer's body. I do resistance and
dance and cardio. I like hiking, swimming, being active. It clears your
mind and it's a good way to decompress. 
~Ashley Greene

[Alice Cullen] disappears for a little bit to go gather some people to help
the cause, but when she comes back she is definitely very present and,
yeah, I had a lot of fun doing that. 
~Ashley Greene

A lot of people like to be supertiny, but I don't want a child's body - I
want a woman's body that is extremely fit. It's so much sexier. 
~Ashley Greene

I feel like Alice Cullen probably could do it in her sleep, because she
was always surrounded by a vampire. 
~Ashley Greene
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I've definitely learned more about myself through experimentation over
the years - which products work best for my skin and tricks from various
makeup artists I've been lucky enough to work with. 
~Ashley Greene

I think that I'm very old fashioned in terms of my film references and
what appeals to me, in a way with camera moves and a depth of color
to bring things to it. 
~Ashley Greene

You do a movie and, even if it's not a comedy or it's not an action film,
you get a little taste of it, and then I want to do it full force. 
~Ashley Greene

Honestly, I just try to drink lots of water and get a decent amount of
sleep! 
~Ashley Greene

I'm not going to get drunk at a bar. There are younger girls who look up
to me. So I do my best not to stray too far. 
~Ashley Greene

I don't like watching myself. That's kind of weird but you know it's not
me really, it's this character, which I think might make it a little easier. 
~Ashley Greene

I think exercising and eating fairly clean does wonders for your skin. 
~Ashley Greene

I travel a lot so I do everything I can to keep my skin fresh and
hydrated. Whenever I fly, I make sure I have a clean face so I can give
my skin a break. 
~Ashley Greene
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I feel like everyone kind of knew someone, like 6 degrees of separation.
In Hollywood that is very common. 
~Ashley Greene

It's exciting to kind of move forward and take hold of the opportunity
that "Twilight's" afforded us, but it's also kind of sad. 
~Ashley Greene

When it comes to beauty, I'm all about lashes right now. 
~Ashley Greene

My mom is really great with me and for me, because I think she makes
an effort to make sure there is some normalcy in my life, and her and
my dad don't really treat me any differently. 
~Ashley Greene

Kellan [Lutz] and I were really the closest, and he and I have been
really good friends before "Twilight" even happened - we have the
same agent. 
~Ashley Greene

Except, I think, it's more about me growing up and becoming an adult
that I have this new best-friend type of relationship with my mom. 
~Ashley Greene

'Twilight' has ruined me. When this is all over, flying internationally is
going to be very hard for me. It is just not worth it to buy a first-class
ticket, because of the cost. 
~Ashley Greene

I think that music is a very, very powerful thing, especially when you
have a movement like this [CBGB club] to shed new light on music and
the power of it. 
~Ashley Greene
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But as far as the fame goes, my parents make sure they keep me
grounded, for sure. They make me wash dishes still. 
~Ashley Greene

In my second year in Los Angeles, when I was eighteen, I wasn't
getting any bookings, so I stopped going out, stopped partying. It was a
matter of getting to the work. I had to focus. 
~Ashley Greene

I hate jealous guys! Everyone can be jealous. We all have that in us.
Push the demon down or it's going to drive the other person away. 
~Ashley Greene

'Twilight' is a phenomenon. And I'm so happy it's all captured on film.
It's going to be something I'll always look back on, for sure. 
~Ashley Greene

I wanted to be a lawyer. I realized I don't really want to be a lawyer. I
want to play a lawyer. Thank God I figured that out. 
~Ashley Greene

I continue to stay close to Kellan Lutz and in touch with him. Because
[the cast members of Twilight] have become so close. 
~Ashley Greene

When I met [Robert Pattinson], he literally didn't make any impression
on me. He's quiet, and he's not very outgoing. 
~Ashley Greene

I've gotten very good at detaching whenever I have to go away for three
months, which I realize is hard on friends and kind of selfish. 
~Ashley Greene

We are so used to not having kids around [on Twilight] that we had to
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really make an effort to try and edit our language. 
~Ashley Greene

I think my mom gets weirded out, sometimes, by people knowing so
much about me or people always asking questions. 
~Ashley Greene

Yeah, I get to fight in 'Eclipse.' My trainer is teaching me MMA right
now. So. Cool. 
~Ashley Greene

If you ever, ever, ever want to complain about what's going on in the
U.S., you should vote because then you have a right to. If you want to
complain, you should vote. 
~Ashley Greene

What 'Twilight' gave me was years to consider how I wanted to work
otherwise. 
~Ashley Greene

When I was 15, I worked at a dry cleaner because I wanted
Abercrombie Fitch jeans. My mom told me I could have $20 jeans, not
$70 jeans, unless I was willing to work for them. So I did! 
~Ashley Greene

You need someone who is going to help you make that better version
of yourself. 
~Ashley Greene

At some point if you had gone into all of our stories in depth that
would've just kind of been all over the place. 
~Ashley Greene

I feel most beautiful at night, when I take my makeup off and it's just
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me. 
~Ashley Greene

I've just decided that I have to continue to live my life and do what I do.
Hopefully, people love me because of who I am, not who I pretend to
be. 
~Ashley Greene

The past is the past. As long as it's not a mass-murderer past! You're
with the person who you're with as they are now. 
~Ashley Greene

I think with vampires, you can't really go wrong. For generations,
vampires have been a hit because they're unobtainable, mysterious,
sensual, dangerous, kind of sexy. 
~Ashley Greene

Why do people care what I'm wearing or what I'm eating, and why are
people looking down on me because I'm not wearing high heels? That's
the downside to being in the public eye. 
~Ashley Greene
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